
The story of the BBC documentary 

“Grapples, Grunts and Grannies, 
When Grappling Was Golden.”



The years flash by and it's quite a while since a BBC producer got in touch and invited us 
to Bristol to help with a documentary they were planning. Naturally we built up the 
programme on our Heritage website and our members joined in the fun.

Throughout 2012 Wrestling Heritage shared its extensive resources with BBC 4 with the 
sole aim of producing a television documentary that faithfully recorded the development of 
professional wrestling in Britain to the point that, through the sixties, it was the most 
popular indoor spectator sport in the country.  Many of you will have seen documentaries 
and news items in recent years that consider only the later period that already constituted 
the decline of British wrestling. We are proud to have made this important impact time-
wise.

Transmission of "Timeshift: Wrestling" promised to be the most informative and 
comprehensive British Wrestling documentary yet made. On Heritage we previewed some 
of the show's content with our loyal Members.

The big news was that the tireless researchers at the BBC managed to track down the 
entire film of the 1962 epic between Jackie Pallo and Mick McManus. As a result, their 
long-running feud is covered in some detail and a major parallel feature appeared on  
Wrestling Heritage.

The programme included [nterviews with celebrity fans, authors, promoters and popular 
sixties and seventies wrestlers including Johnny Kincaid and Adrian Street, as well as an 
appearance by Kendo Nagasaki. 

We had the utmost respect and thanks to the programme's indefatiguable director who 
quickly became hooked, then knowledgable, then intrigued and as curious as many of us 
to explore wrestling's mysteries.

Access to the pre, during and after discussion of the show by expert Heritage Members 
and casual fans alike  featured prominently on the  Talk Wrestling forum.  All are very 
welcome.



The Heritage
build-up to the
broadcast began
weeks before
transmission date,
with daily contact
between the site
and the Director
enabling us to
know how the
programme
developed.  



At The BBC
In the summer and autumn of 2012 
Hack and Anglo Italian worked with the 
production team at BBC Bristol of the 
Timeshift documentary , “When 
Grappling Was Golden.”.

Our involvement with Timeshift began 
early in 2012 when we were contacted 
by BBC Director Linda Sands. Linda 
was surprised by the popularity of the 
Wrestling Heritage website and was 
exploring ways of satisfying this interest 
through the production of a 
documentary for the BBC series, 
Timeshift.

Sport or spectacle, and where, when and why the balance tips from one to the other, that 
was the quest of the Timeshift team.

Almost daily telephone contact and 
working with the production team in 
Bristol ensured the   interests of 
Heritage members were well 
represented in the programme. 
Resources and memorabilia were 
loaned to the production company. We 
didn’t like everything about the finished 
product, but we did have a positive 
impact on drawing the subject matter 
away from the initially planned 1980s to
the decades that preceded it.

Research and interviews took place 
around the country, and even across to the United States at one stage, before three weeks
were spent editing into a finalised product.

Following a postponement of the planned for broadcast date “The Golden Age of 
Wrestling: Grapples, Grunts and Grannies” was finally broadcast on BBC 4 on Thursday 
13th December at 9.00pm.



The
Countdown
Begins....

In the three weeks
leading up to the
broadcast
Wrestling Heritage
launched new
items that related
to the programme.

Launched in the
Series/Rivalry
section members
were treated to an
in-depth three part
documentation of
the greatest rivalry
in wrestling.



The Countdown Continued

Each week we would rush for the TV magazine to find out who 
would be on the following week's wrestling show.

Most weeks we were content, or had to be, with a listing of that 
week's contests, but some weeks we would be treated to match
previews or articles about the wrestling and the wrestlers.

Adrian Street is one of the featured wrestlers in the BBC 
Timeshift documentary, "Grapples, Grunts and Grannies."

By 1969 Adrian had been a television regular for six years and 
was ready to take the mantel from Mr TV Pallo as televisions 
most flamboyant character. Let’s face it Pallo was decidedly 
black and white in comparison with the multi-coloured Street on 

the new colour televisions that were leisurely entering the nations homes.

In our latest addition to the Ring Leaders series we invite you to read the tv magazine's 
previews to two of Adrian's televised contests, in 1969 and 1972.

MUSA THE TURK

We admit we were surprised to hear that Musa the 
Turk was to feature in Grapples, Grunts and 
Grannies. A decent enough worker on Dale Martin 
bills of the 1960s, but not exactly a household 
name.

But then Musa was involved in another of 
wrestling's double crosses, one of those nights 
when the promoter cried, "Hey, what's going on 
here?"

What was going on?

Was this a case of an up and coming wrestler 
getting a bit uppity?

Or was it part of the bigger world of politics in the 
1960s wrestling scene? 

One of the protaganists will be appearing on 
Timeshift, and we look forward to hearing what he 
has to say. 



"Greetings grapple fans, and welcome to the 
Brent Town Hall....King Georges 
Hall....Barrow Town Hall..."

Each week the wrestling halls of Britain 
invited the armchair fans to join them at 
ringside.

Thanks to the miracle of television places 
such as the Lime Grove Baths, Victoria Hall, 
Trowell and Shoreditch Town Hall became 
household names.

One question posed by readers of Wrestling 
Heritage has been which venue was seen 
most frequently on ITV wrestling?

Using all the available data we are now able 
to answer that question.

Greetings grapple fans, and welcome to the Top 20 TV Venues

The BBC produces its first ever wrestling 
poster!      

 
And what a job!

At this point we introduce Wrestling Heritage 
Members to Linda Sands, the brain and 
determination behind the whole show, and 
now an enthusiastic fan herself, complete 
with views, theories and curiosities all her 
own. 

Linda is watching the forum, so time now to 
address any direct questions to her, or, if you
feel more appropriate, after the show's 
transmission.

Well, we asked you yesterday in the forum 
about Doctor Whooo?  The cat is now well 
and truly out of the tardis. 

Well done Ken on guessing correctly.



Palais Fan began watching televised wrestling  in 1958, 
when he was 7 years old.   Dad had been to wrestling 
shows in the 1930s, at The Blackfriars Ring and 
elsewhere in London where he saw Bert Assirati, Tony 
Mancelli, Black Butcher Johnson and other legendary 
British wrestlers of the time.

Palais Fan's dad was full of stories about visiting villains 
from ‘the north’ including Jack Pye, famed for using the 
second’s metal bucket as a weapon, and exotic foreign 
wrestlers like the Terrible Turk, who would get up to all 
kinds of skulduggery behind the referee’s back.

When he watched televised wrestling his dad would react
to every hold and move with a wide range of facial 
expressions and involuntary movements. It was as if he 
was in the ring dishing out and receiving blows, in equal 
measure.  The most memorable of his expressions was a
grimace that seemed to reflect real pain a la Tibor 
Szakacs.

His enthusiasm for, and appreciation of, professional 
wrestling simply rubbed off Palais Fan, demonstrated 
time and again through his contributions to Wrestling 
Heritage. Like this........ 

The winter of 1962/63 is often remembered for being 
very cold for a long period. In the south the snow fell on 
Boxing Day (I was at the Crystal Palace v. Millwall 
football match that day, and froze) and the thaw didn't 
arrive until March. But it wasn't only the cold weather that 
is set firm in my memory from that particular winter; my 
Dad had made my Christmas by giving me the BBC 
Grandstand Sport book I coveted.

By the age of 11, I was a sports nut and devoured all the 
sports books, TV and radio programmes, I could access. 
During that football season, I had become a regular 
spectator at Stamford Bridge, to watch Chelsea FC, and 
on Thursday evenings you would find me, accompanied 
by my Dad, at The Wimbledon Palais watching the 

greatest wrestlers of the day. Imagine my delight therefore, when I found that the BBC 
Grandstand Book my Dad had given me, surprisingly contained a feature on Professional 
wrestling.

Why would a book celebrating the BBC's most iconic sports programme, include a feature 
about ITV's most watched sport?

You may well ask!  Without further ado please read through the feature which includes the 
original spelling and punctuation errors and is set out in the same small paragraphs found 
in the book.



THE COUNTDOWN CONTINUED

As well as the 1962 McManus-Pallo match, programme researchers have unearthed other 
classic action. Including the great Rocky Wall, in action against Roy St. Clair:

And African Witchdoctor Masambula rolling his eyes for the BBC: 

You'll see greats from the past, and you'll see regular evocative signs of what wrestling 
fans were like back in the Golden Days.



A Glimpse of Nagasaki

Kendo Nagasaki



The Last Word

Here's the man with the last word.

The Timeshift team travelled to Milton Keynes in
May to interview one of wrestling's most
charismatic characters, Johnny Kincaid.

One of the most exciting wrestlers of the 1960s
and beyond, Johnny Kincaid wrestled his way

around the world for three decades.

Johnny is a great storyteller and poet, and we
know the Timeshift team were thrilled by his

contribution to the programme.

So much so that it is one of Johnny's poems that
will bring the programme to its conclusion.





Mick McManus is added to
the Ring Leaders series.







Timeshift: The Rollcall

How many wrestling personalities did you manage to spot in the 58-minute Timeshift 
programme?

We managed to identify the 100 listed below in approximate order of first appearance.  But
there were more we have not yet identified, so just get in touch with the precise timing if 
you want to add to the list below and get us over the ton.

Criteria for inclusion:  anyone relevant to the programme (but not merely edited in 
outsiders like Larry Grayson) and wrestlers seen in moving pictures as opposed to stills 
(eg Doctor Death) with the exception of those whose still is discussed (Hackenschmidt and
Norman Morrell).

Kent Walton (voice)
Wild Angus
Big Daddy
Max Ward
Johnny Kincaid
Kendo Nagasaki
Joe D’Orazio
Adrian Street Esq.
Kent Walton
Jackie Mr TV Pallo
Mick McManus
Stan Stone
Charlie Fisher (voice)
Ernest Baldwin
Brian Crabtree
Man Mountain Benny
Black Butcher Johnson
Rene Boukovac
Albert Rocky Wall
Roy St Clair
Joe Hill
Rev. Michael Brookes
Freddie Greene
Haystacks
Will Hodgson
George Gillette
Sir Peter Blake
Klondike Kate
Frank Rimer
Jeff Kaye
Pietro Cappello
Ricki Starr
Masambula
Vic Faulkner

Sammy King
Hack
Anglo Italian
Peter Bates
Simon Garfield
Georges Hackenschmidt
King Kong
Tony Siano
Admiral Lord Mountevans
James Mason
Brian Faulkner
Norman Morrell
Steve Logan
Ted Beresford
Al Miquet
Gordon Smith
Jon Cortez
Ian Gilmour
Peter Stewart
Tibor Szakacs
Linda Sands (voice only)
Frank O’Donnell
Peter Kaye
Colin Joynson
Dave Reese
Mark Rocco
Steve Grey
Yasu Fuji
Johnny Saint
Charlie Fisher
Fyfe Roberton
Ski Hi Lee
Syed Saif Shah
George E. Gillette

Nicky Monroe
Johnny Kwango
Billy Howes
Jacques Lageat
Lou Marco
Goldbelt Brian Maxine
Clive Myers
Tony Mancelli
Johnny Yearsley
Billy Two Rivers
Dave Bond
Fred Downes
Bobby Palmer
Johnny Wilson
Honey Boy Zimba
Johnny Wilson
Catweazle
John Harris
Mick McMichael
Jim Breaks
Mike Judd
Judo Pete Roberts
Kung Fu
Kid Chocolate
Atlantis Chronos Goth
John Elijah
Rip Rawlinson
Norman The Butcher
Sid Cooper
Big Jim Harris
Alan Kilby
Tony Banger Walsh
John Curry
Anaconda



Timeshift: The Highlights









Our Top 3 Moments



No.1

Great Moments In “When Wrestling Was Golden”



Timeshift: Anomalies

Now that the excitement of initial transmission has died down, it is time to analyse the 
programme a little more carefully.

Grapples, Grunts and Grannies represents a televisual historical record, at least in part, of 
the development of professional wrestling in Britain.  It is likely to be viewed on DVD, 
Youtube and in many different places over decades to come.  Whilst acknowledging the 
production team's commitment to the business and their success in making a fun and 
colourful programme, we also have a duty to ensure that any errors in the show be clearly 
identified and corrected.  From this perspective, we now present our nit-picker's guide to 
untruths, exaggerations, slips of the tongue and all manner of inaccuracies to ensure, for 
posterity, that wrestling facts are recorded accurately.

Our list is a starting point and we welcome any further contributions from Members for 
inclusion, to be posted in the Talk Wrestling forum Timeshift topic.





Credits

Role Contributor

Narrator Christopher Eccleston

Producer Linda Sands

Director Linda Sands

Executive Producer Michael Poole
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